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Abs t rac t .  In this paper, we propose a method for identifying human 
face profiles by using invariant representations of image curves. In par- 
ticular, we show that semi-local invariants are very useful for matching 
profile curves and identifying human faces. A method for finding face 
profiles from the changes in apparent contours of faces is also consid- 
ered. The results of some experiments with real images of human faces 
show the power of the proposed method. 

1 Introduct ion  

Identifying human faces is very impor tant  for many applications in computer  
vision, such as security systems. From ancient times, artists often used human 
profiles to depict human faces. In fact human face profiles provide important  
cues to identify an individual person as shown in Fig. 1. 

Although human faces are curved surfaces, we can assume that  the face pro- 
files are the projections of planar curves, if the viewing axis is perpendicular to 
the plane of symmetry,  and if the distance to the face from the viewer is large 
enough. Under this assumption, the distortions of the profile caused by viewer 
motions are described by similarity transformations. Thus, if the similarity in- 
variants are available from the profile curves, we can use these invariants for 
identifying individual faces. 

The  question is what sort of invariants are available from the profile curves. 
Unfortunately, existing invariants [1,6,9-11] in computer vision suffer from prob- 
lems due to the occlusion of objects, the existence of image noise and the re- 
quirement of point or line correspondences. Tha t  is, if the invariants are defined 
locally they are sensitive to noise, and if the invariants are defined globally they 
suffer from the occlusion and the correspondence problems. The existence and 
importance of semi-local invariants has recently been shown [7,8]. In this paper, 
we show that  semi-local invariants under the similarity group can be applied 
successfully for identifying individual human face profiles. 

We first consider invariant representations of human face profiles. We next 
investigate how to find the canonical profile of a face under rotational motions 
of the face. The preliminary results of face identification experiments are shown. 
The distinguishability of the proposed method is also investigated. 
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Fig. 1. Face profiles. (a) and (b) are example pictures of human face profiles painted 
by Michelangelo in the Sistina Chapel in Rome. Profiles have often been used to depict 
human faces. 

2 I n v a r i a n t  R e p r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  F a c e  P r o f i l e s  

Consider a :face to have 3D bilateral symmetry.  The direction of the face and 
the longitudinal axis define a plane of symmetry  (see Fig. 2). The ray from the 
camera center touches the curved surface of the face. The contour generator is 
defined on the curved surface as a set of tangent points of the ray to the surface, 
and separates the visible and occluded parts on the surface. The projection of the 
contour generator onto the image plane is an apparent contour [4]. In general, the 
contour generator slips over the surface as the relative position and orientation 
between the camera and the surface changes. 

If the viewing axis is perpendicular to the plane of symmetry as shown in 
Fig. 2, we call the apparent contour a canonical pTvfile of the face. If the distance 
from the viewer to the face is large compared to the depth of the face, then the 
contour generator on the face can be considered a planar curve (or approximately 
a planar curve) which lies on the plane of symmetry.  Since the plane of sym- 
metry is perpendicular to the viewing axis, the distortions of the profile curve 
of a face caused by the changes in viewpoint are described by planar similarity 
transformations. Thus, if we can extract  invariants under the similarity group, 
then we could use these invariants for identifying individual human face profiles. 
The problem is what sort of similarity invariants can be applied for this task. 
To recognise faces reliably the invariants should not be sensitive to noise, should 
not suffer under partial occlusions and should have enough distinguishability. 
However, in general, local invariants such as differential invariants [11] are sen- 
sitive to noise and are poor in distinguishability, while global invariants such as 
moment  invariants [5,9] suffer from the occlusion problem. To cope with these 
problems we next introduce semi-local integral invariants, which are less sensi- 
tive to noise than classical differential invariants, and unlike moment  invariants 
do not suffer from the occlusion problem. 

The semi-local integral invariants were introduced by Sato and Cipolla [7] 
and Bruekstein et al. [2], and are used for matching image curves and extracting 
symmetry  axes of planar and 3D bilateral symmetry  [8]. The idea of semi-local 
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Fig. 2. A p p a r e n t  con tours  unde r  the  weak pe r spec t i ve  a s sumpt ion .  If the 
viewing axis is perpendicular to the direction of face and the longitudinal axis under 
weak perspective, the distortion of the apparent contour can be described by similarity 
transformations. 

integral invariants is to define integral invariants based on invariant parameter-  
isations of the group. 

Since as we have seen similarity invariants are required for identifying hu- 
man  face profiles, we next consider the semi-local integral invariants under the 
similarity group. I t  is known that  the invariant parameter isat ion,  s, under simi- 
larity t ransformations can be described by the Euclidean curvature, to, and the 
Euclidean arc-length, v, as follows: 

ds = ~dv (1) 

where ds and dv are the differentials of  s and v respectively. By integrating 
an invariant function, F ,  with respect to s along the curve with interval of 
[--As, As], we have a semi-local invariant under similarity transformations:  

:(s~) = ["+'~'Fds (2) 
J s l - - A s  

If  we choose the function F carefully, the integral formula (2) can be solved 
analytically, and the resulting invariants have simple forms. For example,  if we 
subst i tute F ( s )  = ( C ( s l  4- A s )  -- C ( s l  - A s ) , C s ( s ) )  into (2), we have the 
following invariant: 

h (s l )  = ( C ( s l  + ~ s )  - c ( s l  - ~ s ) ,  c ( s ~  + ~ s )  - C(s~ - ~ s ) )  (3) 

where Cs denotes the derivative of C with respect to s, and ( , )  denotes the 
scalar product  of two vectors. Since / t  is a relative invariant of weight 1, an 
absolute invariant can be computed by" taking a rat io of two semi-local invariants 
as follows: 

/2 (81)  ---- (6 (81  4- Z:~Sl) -- 6(81 -- Z~lS1), C(81 Jr ,4,81) -- C(81 - As1)>  (4) 
(c(sl+,~s~) C(s~ ~s2),c(s~+~s=) c(,, ,~s2)) 
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Fig. 3. Semi-local invarlant.  The interval of integration can be identified uniquely 
from invariant arc-length, s. That is, if .vl and s'l correspond to each other, the interval 
[--As, As] with respect to s corresponds to the same interval [--As, As] with respect 
to s" in the second image. Even though the curve is partially occluded (second image), 
the semi-local integral invariants can be defined on the remaining parts of the curve. 

We now summarise the properties of semi-local integral invariants: 
1. Occ lu s ion :  

Even if a part of the curve is occluded, the semi-local invariants can be 
defined on the remaining parts (visible parts) of the curve. Thus, these 
invariants do not suffer from the occlusion problem. 

2. No i se  S e n s i t i v i t y :  
Since the semi-local invariants enable us to reduce the order of derivatives 
from that  of group curvatures to that  of group arc-length, they require lower 
order derivatives than differential invariants. The semi-local integral invari- 
ants are therefore less sensitive to noise than classical differential invariants. 

3. D i s t i n g u i s h a b i l i t y :  
Since the new invariants are computed from a certain interval of a curve (not 
from a point), their distinguishability is much higher than local invariants 
which are computed at a single point on the curve. 

3 F inding  Prof i les  f rom Apparent  C o n t o u r s  

Up to now, we have shown that if we have face profiles, we can identify them by 
using semi-local integral invariants under similarity transformations. In general, 
however, we do not know whether the extracted apparent contour in an image is 
of the canonical profile or not. In this section, we describe how to find canonical 
profiles from the projected apparent contours of faces. 

We assume that we do not have any rotation around the direction of face. 
The distortions of an apparent contour are therefore due to the rotations around 
the viewing axis and the longitudinal axis. As it is shown in [4], the change in 
position, r t ,  of a point on a contour generator is described by the curvature of 
the surface in the direction of the viewing ray, ~, the normal to the surface, n, 
and the change in ray direction, pt as follows: 

Irt I - -  <Pt, n} (5) 
t~ 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 4. A p p a r e n t  con tour s  and  Face profiles. (a) shows an an artificial face model 
and the changes in contour generator (black lines) caused by the rotation of the face 
around the longitudinal axis. The contour generator on the nose is almost fixed on the 
surface. (b) shows an image of a model face. The dashed line is a bitangent line to the 
contour curve of the face. L and H are the length and the height of the nose in the 
image. 

From (5) we have the following observations: 
1. Under rotations around the viewing axis, ( p t , n )  = 0 and [rtl = 0, so the 

contour generator does not slip on the surface of a face. 
2. Since ~ of a nose is large, the changes in contour generator of a nose part  are 

negligible under rotat ional  motions around the longitudinal axis as shown 
in Fig. 4 (a). 

Thus, the contour generator of a nose part  can be approximate ly  considered as 
a fixed planar curve in the space. This property of contour generator is useful 
for finding the canonical profiles of face. Let us consider a bitangent line to the 
bo t toms  of the nose of a face in the image as shown in Fig. 4 (b). We define the 
length, L, of  a nose as a distance between two bitangent  points, and the height, 
H of the nose as a distance between the bi tangent  line and the top of the nose. 
If  we rotate the face around the viewing axis and the longitudinal axis, the ratio, 
R = H,  between the height, H,  and the length, L, changes. Since the contour 
generator of  a nose par t  is considered as a planar  curve, the apparent  contour is 
of  the canonical profile, if the ratio, R, takes a max imum.  

4 E x p e r i m e n t s  

4.1 P r o c e d u r e  fo r  I d e n t i f y i n g  Face  P r o f i l e s  

We now summarise  the procedure for identifying human face profiles. 
1. B-spline curves are fitted [3] to the apparent  contour of a face. 
2. The profile curve of the face is found by rotat ing the face maximising R. 
3. The similarity arc-length and the similari ty semi-local integral invariant (4) 

with an arbi t rary  but constant As are computed  at all points on the curves, 
and subsequently plotted on an invariant graph with similarity arc-length 
as horizontal axis and the semi-local integral invariant ~ as vertical axis. The 
derived curve on the graph is an invariant signature up to a horizontal shift. 
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4. To match curves we simply shift one invariant signature horizontally min- 
imising the total difference between the two signatures. 

5. Face profiles are identical if the two signatures match each other. 

4.2 P r e l i m i n a r y  R e s u l t s  

We next show the results of some experiments. Fig. 5 (a) and (b) show images 
of a model face observed from two different viewpoints. The extracted contour 
curves are shown by the white lines in each image. In Fig. 5 (b), we have not 
only distortion but also occlusions of image curves. The semi-local invariants 
are computed at every point on the curves, and plotted on the graph as shown 
in Fig. 5 (c). In this and the following experiments, we chose Ash = 0.15 and 
As2 = 1.2 for the intervals of integration. In this graph, the horizontal and the 
vertical axes are the arc-length and the semi-local invariants under similarity 
transformations. The solid and dashed lines are the invariant signatures from 
Fig. 5 (a) and (b) respectively. As we can see in this graph, the semi-local invari- 
ants are quite useful for identifying human face profiles even under occlusions. 
Fig. 6 (a) and (b) show the profile images of a real human face, and (c) shows the 
extracted invariant signatures. Again the computed signatures are very stable 
and useful for identifying the human face. In Fig. 6 (d), (e) and (f), we show 
the results from another example. Even if the face expressions are different in 
(d) and (e), the computed invariant signatures are identical as shown in (f), and 
are thus useful. This is because, the changes in shape of foreheads and noses are 
small under the changes in expression. 

4.3 D i s t i n g u i s h a b i l i t y  

We next show the distinguishability of the proposed signatures. Fig. 7 (a) and 
(b) show the two different profiles, and (e) shows their invariant signatures. As 
we can see, the signatures are very different, and it is quite easy to distinguish 
these two faces, while if we use classical differential invariants, they are difficult 
to distinguish because of the high sensitivity to image noise. 

5 C o n c l u s i o n s  

In this paper, we have proposed an efficient method for identifying human face 
profiles from an invariant representation of image curves. Semi-local invariants 
under similarity transformations are exploited for matching image curves and 
identifying profiles. Since the semi-local invariants are less sensitive to noise 
and have higher distinguishability than traditional differential invariants, the 
proposed method is useful for identifying human faces reliably. The method is 
implemented and tested on real face images. Even if the face expressions are 
different the extracted invariant signatures are stable, and useful for identifying 
faces, 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Fig .  5. R e s u l t s  f r o m  a m o d e l  face .  (a) and (b) show images of a model face observed 
from two different viewpoints. The extracted contour curves are shown by the white 
lines in each image. In Fig: 5 (b), we have not only distortion but  also occlusions of 
image curves. The solid and dashed lines in (c) show invariant signatures computed 
from the curves in (a) and (b) by using the semi-local invariants. The horizontal and the 
vertical axes are the similarity arc-length and the semi-local invariants under similarity 
transformations. 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) (f) 

F ig .  6. R e s u l t s  f r o m  a r ea l  face .  (a) and (b) show images of a human face observed 
from two different viewpoints, The extracted contour curves are shown by the white 
lines in each image. The solid and dashed lines in (c) show invariant signatures com- 
puted from the curves in (a) and (b) by using the semi-local invariants. The horizontal 
and the vertical axes are the similarity arc-length and the semi-local invariants under 
similarity transformations. (d), (e) and (f) show the result from another example. Note 
the face expressions in (d) and (e) are different. 
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Fig. 7. Distinguishabil ity of  semi-local invariants. (a) and (b) show images of 
two different profiles. The white lines show the extracted contour curves of the profiles. 
The solid and the dashed lines in (c) show invariant signatures of these contour curves. 
The signatures are very different from each other. 
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